
Spelling Stumpers Grades 1-5

Developed by teachers and reading specialists, Spelling Stumpers Grades 1-5 teaches the 400 most 
frequently misspelled words from grades 1 to 5.  Through its 500 exercises, the program teaches 
grade-appropriate spelling rules with follow-up activities.  Additionally, the program allows teachers to 
create their own word lists in two simple steps with the Spelling List Editor.  Spelling Stumpers 
Grades 1-5 uses a wide variety of audio and visual content to keep students' attention, ensuring that 
the program will contribute to improving their spelling skills.

Targeted Skills

• Word Recognition and Spelling

• Visual Memory

• Practicing Spelling Rules

• Using Spelling Words in Context

Marks Manager

The Marks Manager tracks student progress throughout each program and records the percentage 
score for every activity completed. This feature provides an overview of how well a student is 
progressing and allows the teacher to identify strengths and weaknesses.

• Records students' results automatically as they work.

• Prints reports quickly and easily for sharing with parents and staff.

• Provides summary reports by subject or detailed reports by activity.

• Allows teachers to print reports for individual students or an entire class.

• Stores student marks in one central location for all programs.
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Activity Key - For All Lists of Words

ACTIVITY NAME INSTRUCTIONS

Hear and Match Click on the word you hear then say it.

Type Right Type each word in the list.

Word Shapes I Choose the word that fits into each word shape.

Word Shapes II Type the words that fit into their word shape.

Comprehension Find the word that belongs in the given sentence and click on it.

Word Search Find the hidden word and click on each letter of the word.

Concentration Find the matching words to see a hidden picture.

Word Wizard Click on the letters to uncover the hidden list word.

Scrambler
Type or click on the letters in the correct order to unscramble the 

word you hear.

Stomp the Stumpers Choose the correct spelling of the word you hear.

What’s Missing
(2 activities) Type the word you hear and fill in the missing letters.

Spelling Bee -
Flashcard Spelling Type the letter of each word that appears on the screen.

Spelling Bee -
Spelling Dictation Type the letters of the word that you hear.
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Word Lists
Level 1

LIST # WORDS

1 from, ask, come, are, by, away, down, for

2 put, once, open, going, help, good, have, funny, do, is

3 over, of, like, look, make, made, mother, my, may

4 what, was, saw, you, yes, with, want, said, who, the

Colors orange, purple, yellow, red, green, pink, black, blue, white, brown

Numbers eight, two, five, four, six, three, seven, one, nine, ten

Level 2

LIST # WORDS

1 boy, again, about, come, because, children, coming, blew

2 getting, dear, don't, friend, done, draw, girl, goes

3 have, how, hear, house, I'm, like, having, know

4 here, new, name, mother, little, now, making, many, much

5 our, playing, out, off, right, ready, read, once, pretty, please

6 says, school, stay, some, soon, story, said, show, store

7 that's, then, there, they, than, these, teacher, train

8 toys, upon, was, very, too, went, watch, their

9 with, you, which, why, work, when, your, where, were
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Level 3

LIST # WORDS

1 aunt, almost, across, another, along, always, afraid, around

2 buy, because, birthday, been, can't, caught, close, beautiful, bought, before

3 door, disk, could, doesn't, don't, early, every, does, didn't

4 getting, friend, football, first, its, Friday, half, felt, family

5 it's, letting, hurt, later, letter, knew, haven't, hour, hasn't

6 once, only, often, maybe, morning, might, mouse, nice, outside

7 said, running, really, party, people, past, quick, quit

8 start, than, stopped, Sunday, they, sure, summer, their

9 there, through, tried, were, tonight, use, until, turn, tomorrow

10 yesterday, visit, write, where, watched, went, using, would

Level 4

LIST # WORDS

1 because, busy, bought, caught, built, Christmas, animal, careful, among

2 decide, couldn't, country, doctor, didn't, climb, doesn't, clothes, could

3 everything, everyone, field, enough, dropped, during, first, flies, easy

4 forty, hello, haven't, fruit, hockey, guess, instead, heard, floor

5 o'clock, knife, laugh, movie, let's, know, lessons, loud, peace

6 once, paid, picture, phone, piece, popsicle, raise, quite, passed

7 skis, slept, something, Saturday, should, shoes, since, someone, replay

8 started, surprise, swimming, tear, Thanksgiving, they're, thought, through, tired

9 used, we're, video, together, trying, Tuesday, Wednesday, wear, whole, your

10 write, won, young, you're, women, woman, writing, wrong, until
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Level 5

LIST # WORDS

1 answer, believe, bicycle, address, bought, brought, carrying, awful, argue

2 cough, certain, caught, control, crowd, cousin, chief, choose, chose

3 exciting, enough, discover, different, dairy, doubt, fasten, everybody, dining

4 guessed, giant, invited, fought, heard, folks, hoping, hurrying, hungry

5 nature, noisy, knee, knock, noise, none, minute, listen, pastime

6 perhaps, perform, peace, promise, prove, pudding, pleasant, prepare, planned

7 rough, scene, safety, scored, reason, remember, quiet, recess, quarter

8 sugar, suppose, shopping, shining, soccer, since, special, stretch, stranger

9 travel, voice, trouble, thought, there's, surprised, toward, thief, weather

10 vacation, wonderful, whether, weren't, weigh, wrote, whose, written
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